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ABSTRACT 
John Barth's first novel, The Floating Opera, Is a 
satiric study, a playful parody which at times convinc- 
ingly masquerades as an existential novel. 
Todd Andrews, the protagonist-narrator, regularly 
runs up against existential paradox upon contradiction 
in an attempt to impart a rational meaning to both life 
and death.  In light of an existential universe that 1s 
supposedly absurd, this becomes an exercise in futility. 
Barth, via Todd, carries several basic existential 
premises to their ludicrous extremes, and Todd repeatedly 
exposes the ironies inherent in the philosophy. 
Throughout the novel Todd periodically adopts 
existential premises; he rationalizes, he attempts to 
exercise his free will, and he assumes, for a short time, 
a latent existential responsibility.  In so doing, he 
finds himself seeking an existential rationale for life 
1n an irrational world.  The quest is futile and funny. 
He further finds himself assuming responsibility for his 
life and the lives of six hundred and ninety-nine of his 
townspeople in attempting to blow up "The Floating Opera.1 
This, of course, amounts to nothing less than attempted 
1 
suicide and premeditated murder. As with his masks, 
Todd adopts these existential trappings just long enough 
to recognize their 1neff1cacy 1n the face of universal 
lunacy. 
The Floating Opera 1s considered by some critics 
to be an existential novel. They point to Todd as an 
existentialist hero, a symbol for the plight of modern 
mankind.  But Todd is actually an existentialist 1n 
reverse, riis reasons for acting follow upon the actions 
themselves, and the arbitrary and self-justifying nature 
of his rationalizations in retrospect is humorous.  But 
would these rationalizations be any less humorous 1f, 
existentially, they were summoned up beforehand? Judging 
by the comic, tongue-in-cheek vein of this satiric novel, 
it would appear Barth thinks not. 
Todd is not an existentialist hero. He does not 
fight to the end to impose order upon this absurd world 
we live in.  Rather, he reveals existentialism for what 
it is -- a philosophy fraught with contradiction and 
paradox that serves as a crutch to its advocates. 
Recognizing this, Todd settles into an easy 
indifference.  In so doing he blithely steps, with 
Barth, beyond the rigid and ironic boundaries of 
existentialism,into a world where nothing makes any 
difference and relative values suffice. 
CHAPTER I:  Introduction to Existentialist Thought 
and Literary Existentialism 
This study will deal with existentialist philosophy 
as 1t pertains to John Barth's novel  The Floating 
Opera (1972).1  His first novel, 1t represents Barth's 
Initial attempt to Introduce Barthlan existentialism 
to a Sartre- and Camus-weaned readership. 
Existentialism attempts to describe and assess 
what 1t calls "the human condition." The phrase 
"existence precedes essence" generally summarizes 
existentialist thinking.  Though concise and to the 
point, this clause does not encompass the many subtle 
nuances of existentialist philosophy, which are In 
many cases frustratingly elusive. 
With regard to the above neat, catchall phrase, 
the first question looms large and crucial:  What 1s 
"existence"? It can be construed as being born, 
living, and being acknowledged as alive by others. 
But again the concept is elusive, even relative. 
There are two versions of The Floating Opera 
which differ primarily in their motivations for the 
ending.  Throughout this study I am citing from the 
second version, which is Barth's original and, hence, 
more authentic version. 
Existentialists generally feel 
"existence" refers to man and ultimately 
means that he 1s free, that, unlike 
objects, which merely are and thus are 
at the mercy of their pre-established 
essences, man alone is capable of 
choosing his own future, that 1s, of 
determining his own essence.2 
In other words, man becomes rather than merely 
Is.  "Essence" can be defined as Identity.  As such, 
"existence precedes essence" means that man 1s first 
born and subsequently defined by his own choices. 
Existentialists insist that human life is 
comprehensible only in terms of an Individual's 
unique existence and his own particular experience 
of life.3 They refute the validity of an "Ideal Man" 
or a universal human nature adumbrating all of mankind. 
Each Individual, they feel, is unique.  He determines 
his own essence; he molds himself from the opportunities 
and alternatives life presents him. 
That everyone must make moral decisions suited 
to his own life, which Kierkegaard believes, makes 
speculation or generalization about human nature an 
impossibility, for each man's situation is unique. 
o 
William V. Spanos, A Casebook on Existentialism 
(New York:  Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1966), p. 6. 
Gordon E. Bigelow, "A Primer of Existentialism," 
College English, 23 (December 1961), 148. 
Kierkegaard uses the Biblical story of Abraham to 
Illustrate the point that sometimes Individuals must 
make exceptions to general laws because they themselves 
are "exceptional" beings, "whose existence can never 
4 
be completely subsumed under any universal." 
The first principle of existentialism, according 
to Sartre, 1s that "man is nothing else but what he 
makes of himself."  In existentialism everything is 
possible.  The problem man faces 1s to decide among 
the myriad possibilities and become himself.  The 
choice is very human, very personal, and, above all, 
Individualistic. 
"Man ... 1s a self-creating being who 1s not 
initially endowed with a character and goals but must 
choose them by acts of pure decision. . . ."  Similarly 
he must choose his own values, those which pertain to 
the identity he has chosen.  Values endow life with 
meaning and, according to Sartre, human beings simply 
4 
Bigelow, p. 176. 
5 
Abraham Kaplan, The New World of Philosophy 
(New York:  Vintage Books, 1961), p.HToTI 
A/nthony_7 Q/u~1nton7 in The Harper Dictionary of 
Modern Thought, ea. Alan Bullock and Oliver Stallybrass 
(New York:  Harper & Row, Publishers, 1977), p. 220. 
Hereafter cited as HDMT. 
Invent them.  By extension, the meaning of life Is 
also Invented and must Inevitably differ with the 
Individual. 
Consequently, existentialism views thought 1n a 
different perspective. The thinker rather than the 
Idea 1s stressed.  Existentialism accepts In the thinker 
"not only his power of thought, but his contingency and 
fallibility, his frailty, his body, blood, and bones, 
and above all his death."8 / 
Though existentialism 1s characterized by a central 
body of precepts, differences exist among Its diverse 
proponents.  The chief schism is between the atheistic 
or humanistic existentialists and the thelstlc or godly 
existentialists.  The chief spokesmen for atheistic 
existentialism are Sartre, Camus, Nietzsche, and 
Simone de Beauvoir. Those for theistic existentialism 
g 
are Kierkegaard, Gabriel Marcel, and Martin Buber. 
Since theistic existentialism Is of little 
relevance to The Floating Opera, I will only briefly 
touch upon its basic tenets. Theistic existentialists 
view man's condition as "a state of alienation from 
8 
Kaplan, p. 105. 
Bigelow, p. 173. 
'Bigelow, pp. 171-72. 
his essential nature, which is God-like, the problem 
of his life being to heal the chasm between the 
two ... to find salvation."   Man 1s considered a 
free agent responsible for his choices and commitments, 
but God is seen as an essential factor in man's worldly 
predicament. 
In the past when the majority of people believed 
1n a god who would give them an eternal reward for 
their trials on this earth, existentialism was a rather 
marginal phenomenon. 
Zarathustra's message that God is dead was the 
starting point for contemporary existentialist thought, 
especially as espoused by Sartre.   After Nietzsche 
declared God dead, man was launched into anew age -- an 
"age of anxiety." 
As faith in the existence of God diminished 1n an 
increasingly scientific and technological civilization, 
atheistic existentialism became more widespread.  Man, 
forced to define his existence in a world in which there 
were no preconceptions about the meaning of life or of 
death, had to impart his own meaning and morality to 
the malleable mass of life around him.  God was no 
longer responsible for the world; man was. 
10B1gelow, p. 177. 
nKaplan, p. 101. 
With the denial of an omnipotent God, the 
devastating question of man's role within this universe 
had to be re-examined.  Without God, man was faced with 
total responsibility for both himself and the world. 
Atheistic existentialists such^as Sartre believed that 
man 1s condemned to freedom because he 
Is the only creature who 1s "self- 
surpassing," who can become something 
other than he 1s.  Precisely because 
there 1s no God to give purpose to the 
universe, each man must accept individual 
responsibility for his own becoming. . . . 
A man J[s the sum total of the acts that 
make up his life -- no more, no less -- 
and though the coward has made himself 
cowardly, it is always possible for him 
to change and make himself heroic.12 
Man, in his every action, defines his essence; 
13 in his acts of choice, he is most human. 
The vastness of man's freedom and responsibility 
defies comprehension, but Sartre masterfully brings 
1t home to us: 
. . . man being condemned to be free 
carries the weight of the whole world 
on his shoulders; he is responsible for 
the world and for himself as a way of 
being. We are taking the word "responsi- 
bility^ in   its ordinary sense as "conscious- 
ness /of_/  being the incontestable author of 
an event or of an object."'* 
12Bigelow. p. 177. 
1 3 
Kaplan, pp. 103-4. 
14 
Jean-Paul Sartre, "Being and Nothingness,* 
Real1ty, Han and Existence, ed. H.J. Blackham (Hew York 
Bantam Books, 1965}, p. 309. 
8 
Consequently, the Individual must accept any situation 
in which he finds himself as engineered by himself and 
totally his own responsibility.  Non-human situations 
are unthinkable.  Even terrible tortures and monstrous 
wars must be considered human situations because they 
occur through the actions and decisions of human beings. 
Sartre clarifies this ambiguous assertion: 
It is . . . senseless to think of complaining 
since nothing foreign has decided what we 
feel, what we live, or what we are. . . . 
Thus there are no accidents in a life; a 
community event which suddenly bursts forth 
and involves me in it does not come from 
the outside.  If I am mobilized in a war, 
this war is my_ war; it is in my image and 
I deserve it. . . . first because I could 
always get out of it by suicide or by 
desertion; these ultimate possibles are 
those which must always be present for 
us when there is a question of envisaging a 
situation.  For lack of getting out of it, 
I have chosen it. This can be due to 
inertia, to cowardice in the face of 
public opinion, or because I prefer 
certain other values to the value of the 
refusal to join in the war (the good 
opinion of my relatives, the honor of 
my family, etc.).  Anyway you look at it, 
it is a matter of choice. . . . There was 
no compulsion here, for the compulsion 
could have got no hold on a freedom.  I 
did not have any excuse; for . . . the 
peculiar character of human-reality is 
that it is without excuse.16 
Once the full implications of such a philosophical 
doctrine are realized, the overpowering sense of burden 
5Sartre, p. 310. 
Sartre, p. 310. 
15 
weighs heavily.  Total responsibility not only for 
oneself, but for society and Its actions, 1s a guilt- 
laden package bounded by the limitless expanse of 
existential freedom.  Sartre describes the resultant 
pressures: 
I find myself . . . engaged In a world 
for which I bear the whole responsibility 
without being able, whatever I do, to tear 
myself away from this responsibility for 
an Instant.  For I am responsible for my 
very desire of fleeing responsibilities. 
To make myself passive in the world, to 
refuse to act upon things and upon others 
is still to choose myself. . . .17 
Understandably, existentialists do not look upon 
man's freedom as a blessing.  Though freedom is generally 
considered a positive condition of life, 1t carries with 
it tremendous responsibility; the extent of man's 
existential responsibility is infinite.  Is 1t any wonder 
that existentialists view man's cosmic freedom nega- 
tively, as a curse that brings anguish and suffering? 
Freedom and responsibility are the basic character- 
istics of the human condition, and the "authentic" man 
must accept them: 
To choose freely and to assume responsibility 
for the choice -- that is what it means 
really to be what we have chosen to be. 
The supreme virtue, in a word, 1s integrity. 
Sartre, p. 312. 
10 
Correspondingly, self-deception is the 
greatest vice.  Life, Jaspers says. Is a 
drive towards honesty, toward really 
being what we are. . . . for man, Identity 
1s something to be achieved.  A man who 
Is Identical with himself -- with his 
human self, the self which he has made 
by his free and responsible choices --     -.« 
such a man existentialism calls "authentic." 
Furthermore, authenticity implies intense Individuality. 
. . . the more authentic we are, the 
greater the gulf which divides us from 
other authentic individuals.  When one 
man is close to another, the individuality 
of each comes into question.  For there is 
the possibility -- and even the temptation -- 
for each to act out the image of himself 
which he sees reflected in the eyes of 
the other.  To be authentic is to choose 
for yourself what you are to be, regardless 
of what others expect, demand, or invite 
you to be. . . . Yet because the authentic 
individual ... is so completely self- 
contained, he experiences himself as 
completely isolated from others.19 
Paradoxically, however, existentialists are 
concerned with the abridgment of man's freedom in 
today's world, which stems from the alienation of modern 
20 
man.   Existentialism views modern man's alienation as 
four-fold:  alienation from God, from nature, from other 
21 
men, and from one's true self. 
18Kaplan, pp. 110-11. 
19Kaplan, p. Ill. 
20B1gelow, p. 177. 
2lB1gelow. p. 173. 
11 
Theistlc existentialists believe that man has 
somehow been estranged fron God and his god-like nature; 
atheistic existentialists simply deny God's existence. 
Today's technological society further alienates man 
from nature. 
At the social level estrangement occurs as modern 
man becomes confronted with the mechanized giant of an 
22 Industrialized society.   In such a society the threat 
of anonymity is ubiquitous.  According to existentialism, 
the individual becomes a person only through 1nter- 
23 personal interaction and relations with other people. 
But anonymity and alienation strain these relations to 
the point where their significance in modern life becomes 
questionable.  People have become faceless forms who flee 
from their fellow man in time of crisis, escaping into 
the meaningless masses. 
4 
But how does man become alienated from himself? 
The existentialists believe this alienation results from 
the exaltation of reason.   Han is always defined as a 
creature of reason, whose behavior should be consistent 
or predictable within that structure of reason.  But man 
22Bigelow, p. 174. 
23 H.J. Blackham, ed., Reality, Man and Existence 
(New York:  Bantam Books, 1965), p. 13. 
24B1gelow, p. 175. 
12 
Is made up of conflicting emotions and desires,, whose 
varied dominance on different occasions could prompt 
him to act differently from day to day In response to 
his Inner drives. When deemed a rational animal, he 
1s estranged from his passions and alienated from his 
true self.  The exaltation of reason is a distortion 
25 
of man's nature.   Thus existentialism takes Issue with 
reason because 
human reason Is relatively weak and 
Imperfect, and . . . there are dark 
places in human life which are "non- 
reason" and to which reason scarcely 
penetrates. . . . Existentialism . . . 
insists upon reuniting the "lower" or 
irrational parts of the psyche with the 
"higher."  It insists that man must be 
taken 1n his wholeness and not in some 
divided state, that whole man contains not 
only intellect but also anxiety, guilt, 
and the will to power -- which modify 
and sometimes overwhelm the reason. A 
man seen in this light is fundamentally 
ambiguous, if not mysterious, full of 
contradictions and tensions which cannot 
be dissolved simply by taking thought.2G 
Existing, choosing, being totally free, and assuming 
complete responsibility are the lot of the existentialist. 
The dilemma of choice and the burden of responsibility 
paint a bleak picture of the human condition. 
It is not surprising, then, that existentialism 
takes a favorable view of death.  "The existentialist 
25B1gelow, p. 175. 
26B1gelow, pp. 172-73. 
13 
1s forever gazing Into the void. . . . the existentialist 
Insistence on facing the facts of Hfe ends so often in 
27 despair over the fact of death." 
"For the man alienated from God, from nature, from 
his fellow man and from himself, what 1s left at last 
28 but Nothingness?"   Such ultimate nihilism prompted 
Kierkegaard's "Sickness Unto Death," the despair of one 
29 
who wishes to die but cannot. 
Death for the existentialist 1s just another option; 
1t represents another choice to be rationally made.  To 
die or not to die is the question mortal man must ask 
himself and answer to live a meaningful life. 
For Heidegger, man is a temporal being, 
conscious, through his will, of a future 
whose only certainty is his own death. 
To live authentically is to live in the 
light of this bleak and unrationalizable 
fact, in full awareness of l_e neant both 
as one's own ultimate destiny and as one's 
own nature until one has chosen a character 
for oneself.30 
Death is the one sure thing in Hfe, the existentialists 
point out. 
27Kaplan, p. 114. 
28 Bigelow, p. 176. 
Bigelow, p. 176. 
30Q^uinton7, HDMT, pp. 220-21. 
14 
Since death 1s Inevitable, suicide merely 
represents a more Immediate escape from the decisions, 
the alienation, the anxiety, and the suffering Inherent 
In the human condition. 
According to Camus, when man experiences the nausea 
that stems from his awareness of the absurdity of 
himself and the world, he can either commit suicide or 
revolt.  If he commits suicide, he is simply yielding to 
the absurdity.  Revolt, on the other hand, is a 
courageous protest against absurdity. 
As existentialism grew from a minority view to a 
philosophical movement, it became more prevalent 1n 
literature.  In fact, 1t was once so widespread that 
William V. Spanos wrote 1n 1966: 
It ^existentialism/ has become the 
perspective from which the sensitive 
and concerned modern man looks at his world. 
Indeed, one can scarcely understand in any 
deep sense the general direction of 
literature and theology today or the form 
and content of many contemporary works 
without some understanding of the existential 
attitude.31 
Furthermore, 
efforts to act in a meaningless, "absurd" 
world lead to anguish, greater loneliness, 
and despair.  Such a philosophical attitude 
can result in nihilism and hopelessness, 
31 A Casebook on Existentialism, p. "v." 
15 
as, Indeed, It has with many of the 
literary exlstentlal1sts.32 
Because nihilism denies all traditional values and 
moral truths, "the art of the twentieth century 
constitutes largely an encounter with Nothingness and 
the effort to transcend the threat that It poses to man's 
33 
existence as man." 
Often the protagonist or hero 1n contemporary 
existentialist literature attempts, like Sisyphus, to 
create meaning out of meaninglessness, being out of 
nothingness, dignity out of humiliation. He seems a 
clown, a loser, an anti-hero. His central problem -- 
his Identity.  Freedom creates a void which he must fill 
through continuous choice. He often lacks an Identity 
and is isolated, unable to establish relationships with 
others. 
Charles I. Glicksberg delineates the existentialist 
hero as follows: 
The Existentialist hero achieves no 
stasis of certitude, no triumphant 
epiphany, yet he refuses to give up the 
fight. . . . Even as he strives to 
assert his freedom and lead what he 
32W1lliam Flint Thrall, Addison Hibbard, and C. Hugh 
Holman, A Handbook to Literature, rev. ed. (New York: 
The Odyssey Press, T560), p. 193. 
33 Spanos, p. 1. 
16 
considers an authentic existence, he 
knows the uselessness of his struggle. 
The only thing he can look forward to 1s 
the prospect of dying. . . . Every moment 
of life 1s a dying; everything man does 
1s but a vain effort to escape from the 
Ignominious destiny of death.34 
Because of the Infinite possibilities life presents, 
1t 1s unavoidably ambiguous.  This ambiguity frequently 
prompts existentialists to turn to literature to express 
their philosophy.  "The existentialist believes that 
only the riches of the artistic consciousness can be 
35 
adequate to the rich ambiguity of life itself." 
Thus literary existentialism does not stray far 
from the path of existentialist philosophy.  The major 
themes of existentialist literature closely parallel the 
fundamental precepts of the philosophy:  1) existence 
precedes essence or, more literally, the search for 
identity; 2) the inefficacy of reason 1n dealing with 
the depths of human life; 3) alienation from God, nature, 
other people, and oneself; 4) fear and trembling, the 
anxiety and anguish of total responsibility for moral 
choice; 5) the encounter with nothingness and the ensuing 
despair and pessimism; and 6) freedom. 
34 Charles I. Glicksberg, Tragic Vision in Twentieth- 
Century Literature (Carbondalel  Southern IlTTnols 
University Press, 1963), p. 98. 
35Kaplan, p. 117. 
17 
Bearing 1n mind the ambiguity of existentialist 
philosophy, one must recognize that In existentialist 
1Iterature 
the masks which all things wear belong to 
the truth; just as the poetic symbol 
reveals by the very fact of concealing, 
and reveals a deeper truth than the naked 
prose.  To know things 1s not to strip 
off their masks and see them as they are, 
for their actuality consists In what 
clothes them as much as in the naked- 
ness beneath.36 
Similarly, to know Todd Andrews, the narrator and 
protagonist of The Floating Opera, is to realize that 
his masks, while attempts to conceal, are, rather, 
unwittingly revealing. 
36 Kaplan, p. 117. 
18 
CHAPTER II:  The Floating Opera:  A Satiric Comment 
on Existential ism 
The prime Ingredient 1n an existentialist novel Is, 
of course, an existentialist hero, a protagonist who 
grapples with the existential problems of identity, 
anxiety, freedom, choice, responsibility, rationality, 
death, and suicide.  As such, he often becomes a symbol 
for modern man.  Richard Schickel views our protagonist, 
Todd Andrews,in much this way: 
Todd /Ts_7 acceptable as a purely symbolic 
figure. . . . Todd was born 1n 1900 and so 
1s exactly the age of this century.  In 
addition to his symbolic name, he suffers 
from a heart condition . . . which means 
that he "may fall quickly dead". . . . The 
point is . . . that Todd Andrews feels, 1n 
heightened, more personal fashion the back- 
ground anxiety consisting of the knowledge 
that one could, at any moment in the atomic 
age, suffer instant annihilation, through 
no fault of one's own, and without appeal, 
which is a prime condition of life in this 
century.37 
What Schickel misses here 1s that the uncertainty 
and imminence of death are prime conditions of Hfe In 
any century.  If it 1s not the atomic bomb, it 1s 
typhoid or smallpox or any one of a number of other 
37Richard Schickel, "The Floating Opera," Critique: 
Studies in Modern Fiction,TT No. 2 (Fall 1963), 55. 
19 
events that can annihilate one "through no fault of 
one's own, and without appeal." 
Han has been man throughout the ages, consistently 
faced with the uncertainties of life and the certainty of 
death. 
Todd 1s not a symbol for modern man except 1n an 
exaggerated, satirical sense.  He Is too comically 
absurd, too extraordinarily eccentric.  True, he does 
have a helyhtened, more personal awareness of man's 
latent existential anxiety, but this does not render 
him symbolic, rather satiric. 
The coincidence of Todd's "symbolic name," his 
affliction, and his heightened sense of man's background 
anxiety is nothing more than Barth's satiric ploy.  In 
many ways Todd is the stereotyped modern existentialist 
hero, and stereotypes, like caricatures, poke fun. 
Tony Tanner contends that 
John Barth's fiction takes Its point of 
departure from Wittgenstein's proposition 
that "the world is all that is the case." 
This sentence recurs in varying forms 
throughout his work and often serves to 
pose a basic problem for his main characters 
who, in one way or another, are fairly 
saturated with the author's own existentialist 
thinking.38 
38Tony Tanner, "The Hoax That Joke Bilked," 
Partisan Review, 34, No. 1 (Winter 1967), 102. 
20 
In this assessment Tanner points to the focal point of 
the novel -- Barth's own existentialist thinking, which 
does not rigidly parallel that of, say, Sartre or Camus. 
As we shall see after examining Todd's dual role as 
protagonist and narrator, Barth plays games with 
existentialism; he comically exposes Its myths and 
contradictions, presenting its paradoxes 1n an Ironic, 
tongue-in-cheek vein. 
Philosophically, the absurd has been 
defined by writers like Albert Camus, 
Jean-Paul Sartre and other existen- 
tialists. . . . There is an increasing 
tendency to perceive life without the 
familiar or traditional explanations, 
to see life as arbitrary, relativlstic 
and irrational in its connections and 
meanings.  Such a discovery leaves man 
face to face with his existence bereft 
of motive or reason for action and 
resolution.  Barth's characters find 
themselves in this position, and their 
close embrace of a life whose raison 
d'etre is totally relativlstic and 
arbitrary makes them appear strange or 
ridiculous to the reader until he begins 
to perceive them as a description of 
the human condition itself rather than 
as eccentrics.39 
But Todd is strange and ridiculous.  Even within 
the embrace of a totally relativlstic and arbitrary life, 
he is eccentric. He delights in perversity. Why else 
39 James Davis Scofield, "Absurd Man and the 
Esthetics of the Absurd:  The Fiction of John Barth," 
Dissertation Abstracts International, 34 (1974), 4285A 
(Kent State University). 
21 
would he lie to the Macks about being a virgin. 
Insinuate an Illicit affair with his black client, and 
Insist on erratically breaking habits just so others can 
never pigeonhole him? Todd 1s a con man, a deceptive 
manipulator who delights In pulling strings behind the 
scenes. 
John C. Stubbs considers that the heroes of Barth's 
first two novels 
attempt to escape the limits of their 
Identities by superimposing "rational 
action" on their lives, but the contra- 
• diction inherent in the basis for action 
only serves to acquaint them better with 
their identities as irrational men.40 
Stubbs touches here upon one of existentialism's 
fundamental paradoxes -- the attempt to live rationally 
1n an irrational world -- a paradox that Barth 
effectively parodies in The Floating Opera. 
Existentialism takes issue with reason, with the 
rational.  Life is absurd and 
human reason is relatively weak and 
imperfect, and . . . there are dark places 
1n human life which are "non-reason" 
and to which reason scarcely penetrates. . . . 
A man ... is fundamentally ambiguous . . . 
full of contradictions and tensions which   ** 
cannot be dissolved simply by taking thought. 
40John C. Stubbs, "John Barth As a Novelist of Ideas: 
The Themes of Value and Identity," Critique:  Studies 1n 
Modern Fiction, 8, No. 2 (Winter 1965-66), 102. 
41 Blgelow, "A Primer of Existentialism," p. 173. 
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Yet this is precisely what the existentialists 
attempt to do.  While proclaiming life to be inherently 
absurd and man to be basically irrational, they insist 
upon a rational choice between life and death and upon 
Imposing meaning upon life through a series of studied 
moral decisions and value judgments. 
Through Todd Andrews Barth brings this contradiction 
to center stage, spotlights it, and makes it dance a 
laughable jig.  For Todd's greatest eccentricity lies in 
his repeated and insistent efforts to rationalize what 
he concedes is unrationalizable.  He acknowledges that 
life is absurd in the existentialist sense, that the 
human condition is characterized by an absence of rational, 
analytical processes.  Yet within the chaos of his own 
life he continually searches for a rai son d'etre based on 
reasonable motivations and rational thought. 
Todd is aware that absolute values are an Illusion 
and that man is, above all, malleable.  His own life 1s 
little more than a series of cinematic dissolves with 
mask changes between scenes.  These masks are fragile 
facades at first erected without foundation and later 
supported by haphazard, makeshift rationalizations. 
But "rationalization" and "rationale" are not the 
same.  Within the context of this study, "rationalization" 
will carry the negative connotation of making excuses, 
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while "rationale" will carry the positive connotation of 
an explanation based on truly rational thought. 
In the manner of the thoroughbred existentialist, 
Todd perennially ponders his mask shifts, his father's 
suicide, and his own imminent death in a comic attempt 
to impose order on the seeming insanity of 1t all.  By 
means of a succession of peach baskets and a corrugated 
box imprinted with "Morton's Marvelous Tomatoes," Todd 
aspires to bridge the gap between inference and reality 
by means of a finely honed leap of lucidity and Insight. 
(More auspicious implements have been employed in lesser 
causes.) 
For existentialists the meaning of life, the answer 
to existential despair, lies at the end of a long tunnel 
of free and rational choice; for Todd, it lies at the end 
of a long Inquiry born of meticulous thought.  But 
contradictions and chaos -- absurdity, if you will -- 
"cannot be dissolved simply by taking thought." 
With characteristic existential resignation, Todd 
concedes that goals and objectives have no intrinsic 
value, merely a relativistic one.  ". . . advocacy, 
jurisprudence, even justice . . . have no more Intrinsic 
42 importance than, say, oyster-shucking." 
42 John Barth, The Floating Opera (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1972), p. 71. All further references to this 
work appear in the text. 
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But in concluding that "processes persisted in 
o 
long enough tend to become ends in themselves" (p. 50), 
Todd breaks with existentialist philosophy.  In simply 
accepting the world as is and going on without any 
rational reason for doing so, Todd takes a totally 
unexistential tack. 
It is this break with existentialism that 
constitutes Todd's great mind change on that day in 
June of 1937.  A change of philosophy.  Awakening to 
existentialism's harsh and contradictory demands for 
rationality, Todd opts for an easy indifference. 
But prior to his change of mind (and heart), 
Todd might easily be taken for an existentialist hero, 
as indeed numerous critics have, despite his pervasive 
faith in a fate beyond his control. 
The events of Todd's life -- his murder of the 
German soldier, his father's suicide, his first 
ludicrous lovemaking, his carefully tabulated and totally 
satisfying affair with Jane, his attempted suicide -- 
have no real significance for him until he starts to 
rationalize, to put them within a context he can 
understand.  This, of course, is totally in keeping with 
existentialist belief. 
Further in line with existentialist thinking, Todd 
acknowledges the duality of man's existence and "insists 
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upon reuniting the 'lower' or Irrational parts of the 
A "i 
psyche with the 'higher.'"   The most obvious Instance 
of this 1s Todd's attitude toward sex and love.  He sees 
no relationship between the two. 
The truth 1s that while I knew very  well 
what copulation is and feels like, I'd 
never understood personally what love 1s 
and feels like. ... Is this thing a 
fact of nature, like thirst, or purely a 
human and civilized Invention? ... As 
for copulation, whether between humans or 
other sorts of animals, it makes me 
smile, (p. 34) 
Fundamentally, copulation is a passionate, animal 
act having little to do with reason.  Is love not simply 
a "reasonable" attempt to elevate this purely animal act 
to a higher, spiritual plane?  In his attempt to exalt 
sex through love, is not man denying his true animal 
nature and betraying his pretense to reason? It 1s 
this irony that gives rise to Todd's smile. 
While existentialism pays intellectual lip service 
to the irrational, it ironically Insists upon tempering 
the irrational with the higher, rational parts of man's 
psyche.  When Todd attempts a similar amalgamation, the 
ludicrousness of it becomes a satiric comment on all 
that is at odds within existentialism's futile struggle: 
It is one thing to agree intellectually 
to the proposition that man is a species 
43B1gelow, p. 172. 
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of animal; quite another to realize, 
thoroughly and for good, your personal 
anlmallty, to the extent that you are 
actually never able to oppose the terms 
man and animal, even In casual speech, (p. 62) 
Todd realized his personal anlmallty with Betty June 
on his seventeenth birthday.  The absurdity of 1t all 
struck a cynical chord and brought him to the conclusion 
that "Nothing ... Is so consistently, profoundly, 
earth-shaklngly funny as we animals In the act of 
mating" (p. 121). 
Earlier he had tried to rationalize his largely 
lascivious relationship with Betty June 1n Intellectual 
terms.  She deflowered him spiritually, he said.  "I 
could feel myself expanding, maturing 1n the bath of 
her lean life, flexing the muscles of my rationality 
and understanding" (p. 116).  This high-flown rhetoric 
1s not only pretentious, but Ironically suggestive.  The 
actual consummation looms hilarious by contrast. 
In true existentialist fashion, Todd also seeks 
a purpose and usefulness to his existence, as the 
philosophy decrees one must do.  But existentialism 
insists that man must define his essence through rational 
choice and that he must choose values consistent with 
that essence. All these decisions, say the existen- 
tialists, must be made freely and responsibly. 
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But in the case of Todd Andrews this 1s not so. 
Though his choices reflect freedom to define his essence* 
they are, by his own admission, erratic, Irrational, and 
largely Irresponsible.  While existentialism commands 
rational thought before the choice, Todd exhibits 
rational thought after the choice: 
I am not a philosopher, except after the 
fact; but I am a mean rationalizer, and 
once the world has forced me Into a new 
position, I can philosophize (or rationalize) 
like two Kants, like seven Philadelphia 
lawyers.  Beginning with my new conclusions, 
I can work out first-rate premises, (p. 167) 
In equating philosophizing with rationalizing, 
Barth casts a cynical eye toward existentialism, for I 
am certain that within the context of this statement he 
intends "rationalize" to carry its full complement of 
negative connotations. 
Further, in suggesting a controlling force beyond 
the individual, the above statement is a blatant denial 
of existentialist thinking.  Todd considers 1t Is the 
world, not himself, that forces him into new positions, 
and he generally favors passivity, the path of least 
resistance. 
A prime example is Todd's attendance at and comple- 
tion of law school.  He knew 1t was what his father 
wanted; and why not make the old man happy, Todd thought, 
since my own days are so severely numbered? 
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Of course, Sartre and other staunch existentialists 
consider the path of passivity to be freely and 
rationally chosen as well, and one cannot argue that 
this 1s also true in the case of Todd, though he himself 
1s ambivalent about the role of chance and fate in his 
life: 
I know for certain that all the major 
mind changes in my life have been the 
result not of deliberate, creative 
thinking on my part, but rather of pure 
accidents -- events outside myself 
Impinging forcibly upon my attention -- 
which I afterwards rationalized into 
new masks. (p. 21) 
In existential terms to choose freely and accept 
responsibility for the choice is what it means to choose 
one's essence.  Todd, on the other hand, repeatedly 
responds to subtle coercion (i.e. his father's wishes, 
accidents of fate), which presses him Into passivity. 
In blaming his mask changes on events beyond his control, 
he is shirking his existential responsibility.  Human 
reality, says existentialism, is without excuse.  Todd, 
however, is always making excuses, rationalizing. 
Existentialists engage in rational thought, seeking a 
rationale for existence; Todd engages in rationalization, 
seeking an excuse.  Todd is, in effect, a kind of 
existentialist in reverse. 
At no point in the novel does he actively seek an 
Identity.  Abruptly he changes from rake to saint to 
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cynic with hardly a second for searching or a minute's 
delay for doubt. What Todd 1s really searching for Is 
a rationalization, an excuse, for his identity.  His 
identity seems never In question, only the reason for 1t. 
Todd is obsessed with finding a rationalization for 
everything.  The irrational must be reduced to Its lowest 
common denominator; the conclusion, to its premier 
premise; the emotional and personal, to the dispassion- 
ately objective. 
Existentialists work from premises to conclusions; 
Todd, the other way around.  He is a master of hind- 
sight.  Given his life situation today, he can call up 
reasons ad_ infinitum to justify it.  "My thinking is - 
always after the fact, the effect of my circumstances, 
never the other way around" (p. 43). 
Existentialists claim that man 1s the sum total of 
all his actions, which should follow upon thought.  Todd, 
on the other hand, is the sum total of all his thoughts, 
which follow upon action. 1 
No matter what mask he wears, Todd's life proceeds 
1n much the same manner.  Whether a rake, a saint, or a 
cynic, he has few friends and continues 1n a life course 
which leads to a law degree, a place in his father's law 
firm, and a winning track record in litigations. 
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At the time of writing The Floating Opera he still 
persists 1n many of the same habits he had prior to that 
fateful day 1n June when he changed his mind. With each 
mask Todd's reasons for living, or living in a certain 
manner, change, but his life itself remains largely 
unaffected. The underlying current of chaos and 
confusion continually washes the masks away.  The sub- 
structure remains the same;  only the veneer is periodi- 
cally replaced to preserve the illusion of rationality. 
As Barth ironically points out through his 
"existential" hero, Todd, existentialist philosophy 
works in much the same way.  Existentialism, a philosophy 
whose basic precepts of life's absurdity and man's 
inescapable anguish should rightfully breed anarchy, 
illogically commands a search for rational order.  While 
denying human reason, existentialism ironically depends 
upon that very reason to give logic and credibility to 
its own credo.  Similarly, Todd denies a rational uni- 
verse, but relies upon rationality to give meaning to 
his life.  Thus both Todd and existentialism depend on 
rationalization, not rationale. And both are ironic 
and comic. 
All of Todd's rationalizations are aimed at the 
one great fact of life that is unrationalizable -- death. 
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Todd's response to death 1s to study 1t, 
rationalize 1t, make it part of an? 
Intellectual system, but his "explanations" 
are a form of escape from what has to be an 
emotional, Irrational acceptance or rejection 
of death.  Because the fact of death finally 
avoids Todd's systems and because he cannot 
accept the irrational, whether it be his 
father's suicide or his saving of Haecker, 
Todd adopts roles for himself to play, roles 
which allow him to escape the thought of 
death or become its quiet familiar. . . . 
The acceptance of death, according to the 
Existentialist Rollo May, makes Hfe "real, 
absolute, and concrete."  The opposite 
qualities are fictional, relative, and   .- 
abstract -- the qualities of Todd Andrews., 
For existentialists death is an unrational1zable 
fact of life, and it is of fundamental importance to face 
up to this fact and accept it.  Though life should be 
rational, death should be accepted as an Irrational given. 
This 1s not the case with Todd, however, whose ready 
facility for rationalization fears not to intrude upon 
the enigma of death. 
Todd is first confronted with his own mortality In 
1919 when an Army doctor informs him that "each soft beat 
my sick heart beat might be my sick heart's last" (p. 48). 
Though this was thirty-five years ago, Todd still nurtures 
this affliction with a kind of stoic self-pity. 
Much of what he does and thinks is influenced 
by his belief that his heart is flawed and 
44 
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could quit at any moment.  It has not 
failed since he learned of the flaw, 
th1rty-f1ve years prior to the time of 
the narrative, but he continues to 
weigh his decisions and evaluate his 
actions against the fact that It could 
fall 1n the next second. . . . any 
speculations Todd makes are shaped by the 
recognition that the question of meaning 
1s ludicrous to one whose definition 
processes are always on the brink of 
annihilation.  The fact that Todd's long 
survival has already proved him quite 
healthy makes his speculations comic.45 
Comic they are indeed.  Witness Todd's poignant 
concern over his own mortality: 
This is the enormous question, in its 
thousand trifling forms (Having heard tick, 
will I hear tock?  Having served, will I 
volley? Having sugared, will I cream? 
Itching, will I scratch? Hemming, will 
I haw?). . . . This question, the fact 
of my life, is, reader, the fact of my 
book as well. (p. 49) 
The fact of death hits Todd squarely in the heart 
and he is very sensitive on the subject.  Acutely aware 
of the symbolic nature of his name, he tries hard to 
explain it away:  "'Tod is German for death. . . .'  I 
myself use two d's, partly in order to avoid that 
symbolism.  But ... it just occurred to me that the 
double-d_ Todd is symbolic, too. . . . Todd is almost 
Tod -- that is, almost death . . ." (p. 3). 
45Richard Boyd Hauck, A Cheerful Nihilism 
(Bloomington:  Indiana University Press, 1971), p. 211. 
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Todd lives most of his life in a subconscious state 
of almost-death, though he reasons that "the fact with 
which I had to live was not to be escaped. ... I 
must . . . keep it squarely before me all the time; live 
with it soberly, looking it straight in the eye" (p. 134). 
To do so he pays his buck-fifty hotel bill each 
morning to remind himself "that I'm renting another day 
from eternity, remitting the interest on borrowed time, 
leasing my bed on the chance I may live to sleep on 1t 
once more . . ." (p. 49). 
The existentialist would applaud this resolve, for 
he advocates a conscious awareness of death.  But unlike 
the existentialist, Todd eventually recognizes that this 
awareness renders the question of meaning ludicrous.  His 
masks become an escape, an excuse, a farcical illusion of 
rationality.  He admits they were adopted "to hide my 
enigmatic heart . . ." (p. 219).  When blatantly con- 
fronted with the reality of death, Todd dons a new mask, 
which keeps him occupied with dreaming up a new set of 
reasons for living.  When his father hanged himself, Todd 
became a cosmic cynic -- this to divert his attention 
from the postscript of death to the salutation of life. 
Each new mask was a new beginning, a new lease on life, 
a new way to avoid coping with death.  He was In effect 
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turning a blind eye to mortality.  On this fateful day 
in June he finally awakens to this: 
During my life I've assumed four or five . . . 
stances. . . . Each stance, it seemed to 
me at the time, represented the answer to 
my dilemma, the Thastery of my fact; but 
always something would happen to demonstrate 
its Inadequacy. . . . (p. 15) 
... my whole life, at least a great part 
of 1t, has been directed toward the solution 
of a problem, or mastery of a fact. . . . 
several years prior to 1937 I had employed 
a stance that, I thought, represented a 
real and permanent solution to my problem . . . 
during the first half of 1937 that stance 
had been losing its effectiveness . . . 
during the night of June 20, the night before 
the day of my story, I became totally and 
forcibly aware of its inadequacy -- I was, 
in fact, back where I'd started in 1919. . . . 
(pp. 14-15) 
And where he'd started in 1919 was in the dark about 
death. 
It was not until June 20 or 21, 1937 that he came 
upon a real and lasting solution -- suicide.  While 
performing a morning ritual persisted 1n since 1930, 
"all things 1n heaven and earth came clear to me, and I 
realized that this day I would make my last; I would 
destroy myself on this day" (p. 10).  For Todd suicide 
represented "the real, the final, the unassailable 
answer . . . the stance to end all stances" (p. 15). 
Overcome by an existential "despair beyond walling" 
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(p. 220), Todd grasped at suicide as the ultimate answer 
1n yet another attempt at universal rationalization. 
Todd's great despair arose from the realization 
that all my masks were half-conscious 
attempts to master the fact with which 
I had to live; that none had made me 
master of that fact . . . that, 1n short, 
my heart was the master of all the rest 
of me, even of my will.  It was my heart 
that had made my masks, not my  will.  The 
conclusion that swallowed me was this: 
There 1s no way to master the fact with 
which riTveTTp. 2YTT 
Todd's despair is reminiscent of Kierkegaard's 
"sickness unto death."  His resolve to commit suicide 
calls to mind Camus, who would undoubtedly consider 1t 
a cowardly kowtowing to universal absurdity. 
Yet Todd considers his decision a triumph of 
rationality.  As he tells Mister Haecker: 
"Unless a man subscribes to some 
religion that doesn't allow it, the 
question of whether or not to commit 
suicide is the first question he has 
to answer before he can work things 
out for himself.  This applies only to 
people who want to live rationally, of 
course." (p. 163) 
And, presumably, to people who want to die rationally 
as well.  At this point, at any rate, Todd feels he has 
the key to living and dying rationally. 
To hear Todd tell it, his decision to commit 
suicide was a purely intellectual one, an awakening to 
the ultimate solution devoid of dramatic, emotional 
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elements.  The casualness with which he views the 
prospect of his self-Inflicted demise is clearly 
demonstrated in the following passage: 
. . . 1n air as hot and salty as Earth's 
commencement. .... It was a lovely day 
for suicide.  One felt that one would 
hardly bleed into such aridity; more 
probably a knife in the neck would be 
kissed with a desiccant hiss of mere 
dry air. (p. 148) 
But the unusual part about this suicide (which to 
Todd seems little more than an evaporation) is Todd's 
plan to take six hundred and ninety-nine of his towns- 
people with him.  Aboard "The Floating Opera" he lights 
three kerosene wall lamps and turns the acetylene on 
full; then he lights one burner in the galley and turns 
the others, the oven, and the broiler full on.  After- 
wards he calmly waits for the end. 
While for Todd "The Floating Opera" is symbolic of 
life's transiency, fluidity, and ephemerality, and its 
destruction, of the finality of death, the other members 
of the audience are never conscious of their brush with 
death.  Their almost-death projects Todd's individual 
plight onto a universal plane, but at the same time 
intensifies Todd's alienation.  For he is the only one 
aboard for whom 
the good life requires rational knowledge 
and control.  If he cannot be free from 
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the Irrational, he will deny life 
altogether; 1f he cannot rationally 
master the fact with which he lives, 
he will master the fact of his living. 
Todd's expectation from life, that 
events should be subject to explanation, 
1s a demanding one and very similar . . . 
to Camus' assumption that the world should 
be reasonable.  Camus' absurd man chooses 
lucid rebellion rather than lucid suicide, 
but for Todd and Camus happiness 1s "the 
end of the line" and religion is the 
spurned alternative. . . . Todd is the 
absurd man, but the continual confuting 
of his expectations suggests his absurdity 
lies in his innocent belief that the world 
should respond to reason.46 
Therein lies the absurdity of existentialism as well. 
"I merely hold that those who would live reasonably 
should have reasons for remaining alive.  Reasonable 
enough?" (p. 169), remarks Todd.  No existentialist 
would disagree, and thus far Todd is a model existen- 
tialist. 
Todd's attempts to apply existentialist rationality, 
albeit after the fact, are, however, continually con- 
founded by ironic, irrational events.  Witness fucking 
dogs at funerals which cast both reason and good taste 
to the wind. 
For life to be reasonable and rational, man must 
be free to make his own choices.  Existentialists believe 
this is so, that man is infinitely free.  But Todd is not 
46 Le Clair, pp. 713-14. 
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sure.  He vacillates between the conviction that man is 
a free agent and the belief that much of life 1s purely 
a matter of chance, fate, or some kind of Impinging 
force.  First he comments "that if this were a rational 
universe and 1f I could be any person I chose* I should 
not choose to be Todd Andrews at all.  I should choose 
to be very much like my friend Harrison Mack" (p. 146), 
who 1s, ironically, very  much like Todd.  Later Todd 
contradicts himself in declaring to Mister Haecker: 
"'The point is, I'm here by choice'" (p. 163). 
Within the framework of existentialism, man 1s what 
he makes of himself through human, personal choice.  But 
for Todd free will and choice are often an Illusion. 
'"We act as if we could choose, and so we can, in 
effect'" (p. 97).  Thus relegating choice to the realm 
of the subjunctive, Todd generally chooses not to choose, 
which, of course, is nevertheless an existential choice. 
But is it? The ensuing attempt on the reader's part 
to separate philosophy from fact and fact from fiction 
makes a mockery of the meaning of existence and essence. 
This is what Barth wants.  Throughout most of the novel 
he leaves his narrator stranded in this morass of philo- 
sophical subterfuge, desperately clutching at rationali- 
zations that regularly sink with the tide of human 
events.  Given the tentative nature of man's existence, 
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surely the extent of his freedom, choice, and responsi- 
bility must terminate somewhere.  But where?  In 
passivity?  In control?  In suicide?  Todd tries them 
all. 
On several occasions he refers to his Inertia: 
"One wall was partially covered ... by a Coast & 
Geodetic Survey map of Dorchester County. ... I don't 
recall now how I came by it, but I know I let it hang 
through inertia" (p. 9).  And despite a spell of 
misanthropic hermitism, Todd continues his legal studies 
"(principally through inertia) . . ." (p. 19). 
Passivity is Todd's long-time passion, and he 
ostensibly casts himself as a pawn in other people's 
life plans.  He passively chose the practice of law to 
please his father.  His masks were involuntary reactions 
to various external stimuli.  He accepted the part of 
Jane's lover because it was what the Macks wanted. 
But towards the end of the novel a desire for 
personal control overcomes him.  He aspired to be not 
only master of his own life, but master of the Macks' 
and the six hundred and ninety-nine townspeople's lives 
as wel1. 
The first assertion of his long-denied will was the 
active decision to kill himself.  Then in nailing the 
letters that would make Harrison a millionaire despite 
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the toss of the coin, Todd further asserted himself In 
defiance of fate. 
His masks were ineffectual, empty receptacles that 
Todd ultimately stuffed with philosophical subterfuge, 
all of which eventually failed in its explication of 
death.  At the mercy of this elusive entity and Its 
subtle, insidious power over him, Todd could never escape 
1t.  It constantly threatened his existence.  Yet at the 
same time he could never accept it because 1t was not 
rational.  His father's suicide was irrational.  It was 
all Irrational and beyond Todd's grasp. 
Since he could neither rationalize death nor accept 
it after living for thirty-five years In its threatening 
shadow, Todd decided to come out of the shadows and meet 
his adversary head on.  He would not passively wait for 
death to overcome him, he would overcome it first: 
There was no mastering the fact with which 
I lived; but I could master the fact of 
my living with it by destroying myself, 
and the result was the same -- I was the 
master, (p. 223) 
This is an important existentialist realization, but 
it becomes ludicrous when he simultaneously assumes 
responsibility for the fate of six hundred and ninety- 
nine of his townspeople as well.  In so doing he 
illustrates yet another fundamental existentialist 
premise; namely, that the individual must accept 
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responsibility for his fellow man.  Todd's very 
Individual decision to commit suicide becomes a 
decision for all 1n the tradition of Kant's categorical 
Imperative. 
But by affirming Todd's existential responsibility 
in the cold light of murder, Barth exposes the appalling 
absurdity of this premise, thus satirizing it. 
In the absence of an almighty God, existentialists 
cast man in the role of deity.  Todd alludes to his new- 
found omnipotence:  "From high on his chair Capt. Adam 
regarded his brood with an olympian smile -- and calmly, 
more godlike than he, I too smiled" (p. 239). 
But Todd's omnipotence is unexpectedly nipped in 
the bud by "some hidden source of ventilation ... or 
wandering member of the crew . . ." (p. 241).  Thus 
robbed of his omnipotence by an accident, pure chance, 
something beyond his control, Todd quickly rationalizes 
his regained impotence on philosophical grounds: 
Why did I not, failing my initial attempt, 
simply step off the gangplank into the 
Choptank, where no fluke could spoil my 
plan?  Because, I began to realize, a 
subtle corner had been turned.  I asked 
myself, knowing there was no ultimate 
answer, "Why not step into the river?" 
as I had asked myself in the afternoon, 
"Why not blow up the Floating Opera?" 
But now, at once, a new voice replied 
casually, "On the other hand, why bother?" 
(pp. 241-42) 
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Outside forces have again altered Todd's life 
and a rationalization must be found.  So he reasons 
that his premises have not yet been worked out to their 
full extent.  An additional, crucial parenthesis is 
required:  "V^ There's no final reason for 11vlng (or 
for suicide)" (p. 245). 
Such is the denouement of that fateful June day in 
1937 when Todd changed his mind.  Now,-years later, he 
has written a full-length novel about it.  Why? 
James Robert Klein suggests that 
All of Barth's protagonists are lost in 
funhouse worlds they are incapable of 
organizing into heroic plots, and each . . . 
comes to terms with his world and himself 
by writing ironic, self-conscious funhouse 
narrations about his failed intercourse with 
the world.  These disorderly narrations of 
failed heroism resemble satire, and Barth's 
narrators become what I have called "satiric 
heroes."47 
Todd is indeed a satiric hero.  Whenever he thinks 
or acts in line with existentialist philosophy, he 
invariably bumps into contradictions, absurdities, and 
ironies, and his subsequent eccentric reactions make a 
mockery of the philosophy.  Of course Todd appears an 
existential hero at times, for how else could he satirize 
47 James Robert Klein, "The Tower and the Haze:  / 
Study of the Novels of John Barth,"  Dissertation 
Abstracts International, 32 (1971), 5794A (University 
of 111inois at Urbana-Champaign). 
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existential heroes and the philosophy that made them? 
Those critics who consider Todd a truly existential hero 
have not looked beyond the superficial to the sublimely 
ridiculous. 
Sixteen years ago Todd decided to write about how 
he changed his mind one night in June 1937.  Originally, 
the story was intended as merely one aspect of the 
preliminary study for a chapter of his Inqui ry, whose 
full title if completed will be "An Inquiry into the 
Ci rcumstances Surrounding the Self-Destruction of 
Thomas T. Andrews, of Cambridge, Maryland, on Ground- 
Hog Day, 1930 (More Especially into the Causes Therefor)" 
(pp. 213-14).  The purpose of this Inquiry is to narrow 
the gap between fact and opinion, to hone inference about 
his father's suicide down to its narrowest point. 
Yet this Inqui ry is really only a chapter of a still 
larger Inquiry destined to be called "An Inquiry Into the 
Life of Thomas T. Andrews, of Cambridge, Maryland (1867- 
1930) , Giving Especial Consideration to His Relations 
with His Son, Todd Andrews (1900-   )" (p. 215). 
Furthermore, both these Inquiries are only prelimi- 
nary studies for Todd's Letter to My Father, which dates 
from the fall of 1920. 
You see, then, the purposes of the three 
peach baskets beside my desk in 1937: 
one represented the 1ife-Inquiry, one 
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the death-Inquiry, the third the less 
organized self-Inqui ry.  And*the card- 
board box (MORTON'S MARVELOUS TOMATOES) 
contained the drafts of the letter to my 
father.  To be sure, he can never now 
receive it.  If you don't see that this 
fact only demonstrates further the imper- 
fection of my communication with him, and 
hence intensifies the need for the letter 
instead of eliminating it, then between 
you and me, too, the communication is less 
than perfect, (p. 218) 
Where within this ambitious framework of analysis of 
self and sire does The Floating Opera fit? Since 1t 1s 
the only aspect of this interminable project completed 
to date, has it somehow honed inference about something 
down to its finest point? 
Let us first look at what Todd himself says about 
this book: 
The Floating Opera was tied up at Long 
Wharf on the day I changed my mind, in 1937, 
and some of this book happens aboard it. 
That's reason enough to use it as a title. 
But there's a better reason.  It always 
seemed a fine idea to me to build a show- 
boat with just one big flat open deck on 
it, and to keep a play going continuously. 
The boat wouldn't be moored, but would drift 
up and down the river on the tide, and the 
audience would sit along both banks.  They 
could catch whatever part of the plot 
happened to unfold as the boat floated 
past, and then they'd have to wait until 
the tide ran back again to catch another 
snatch of it, if they still happened to 
be sitting there.  To fill in the gaps 
they'd have to use their imaginations, or 
ask more attentive neighbors, or hear the 
word passed along from upriver or down- 
river.  Most times they wouldn't understand 
what was going on at all, or they'd think 
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they knew, when actu 
Lots of times they'd 
actors, but not hear 
explain that that's 
works:  our friends 
involved with then; 
we must rely on hear 
of them completely; 
and we either renew 
catch up to date -- 
we don't comprehend 
And that's how this 
sure.  It's a floati 
fraught with curiosi 
spectacle, instructi 
but it floats willy- 
my vagrant prose:  y 
it, lose it, spy it 
require the best eff 
and imagination -- t 
patience, i f you're 
to.keep track of the 
and out of view. (p. 
ally they didn't. 
be able to see the 
them.  I needn't 
how much of 1 ife 
float past; we become 
they float on, and 
say or lose track 
they float back again, 
our friendship -- 
or find that they and 
each other any more, 
book wi11 work, I'm 
ng opera, friend, 
ties, melodrama, 
on, and entertainment, 
nilly on the tide of 
ou'11 catch sight of 
again; and it may 
orts of your attention 
ogether with some 
an average fellow -- 
plot as it sails in 
7) 
For a novel that is purportedly part of an all- 
encompassing self-analysis, the narrator, Todd, displays 
an acute sense of audience.  Judging from Todd's assess- 
ment of the novel, imperfect communication with the 
audience or reader is fundamental to the design of 
The Floating Opera: 
I know that in the telling I'll lose the 
path often enough for you to learn or guess 
the whole history of the question, as the 
audience to my untethered showboat pieces 
together the plot of their melodrama. . . . 
(p. 16) 
The novel floats on the tide of Todd's vagrant prose 
as his life floats on the tide of his vagrant poses.  The 
Floating Opera, both boat and book, are metaphors for 
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Todd's life and life in general.  Yet rather than bridge 
the gap between fact and opinion and span the gap of 
Imperfect communication as the larger Inquiry is aimed 
at doing, The Floating Opera serves only to intensify 
the schism. 
One of the main reasons for this is the narrator's 
unreliability: 
. . . the novel's narrator is the first 
of Barth's protean fictionalizers who 
comprise the novelistic conflict between 
imagination of the purely possible and 
recognition of the unfortunately necessary 
by adopting disguises or illusions, which 
they recognize as such, to control their 
lives and thus survive.  Unable or unwilling 
to establish a continuity of emotional 
engagement with experience -- especially, 
in the early work, with the unthinkably 
final fact of death, an impossible necessity -- 
these men imaginatively distort their 
experience into manageable shapes by 
creating life "stories."48 
As a way of denying the irrationality 
of their experience, Barth's heroes 
fictionalize their lives.49 
The extent to which this is true is, of course, not 
to be verified.  Todd goes to great lengths to commune 
directly with the reader, to win the reader over so he 
will make allowances for the inexperienced narrator 
writing his first novel.  He invites the reader's 
48Le Clair, p. 711 
49le Clair, p. 730 
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friendship by making him privy to his supposedly most 
intimate secrets.  "But now you must know my last 
secret" (p. 220), Todd tells the reader, and proceeds to 
confess that he has experienced Intense emotion only five 
times during the course of his life. 
Yet throughout the book we find Todd lying for the 
perverse fun of it.  He lies to Harrison about being a 
virgin; he deceptively insinuates an illicit arrangement 
with Dorothy, a Negro client of his.  Though Todd later 
admits to these falsehoods, the damage has been done and 
he rather delights in it.  The reader thus learns not to 
trust him. 
Todd is a con man of sorts, a mischievous manipulator 
who Hkes to pull strings behind the scenes just for the 
heck of it, to observe people's reactions.  Who is to say 
that we as readers are not being manipulated as well? 
Given his perverse ploys, why should we believe him 
when he says, "I understand the events of that day fairly 
well, but as for commentary -- I think that what I shall 
do is try not to comment at all, but simply stick to the 
facts" (p. 6)?  Yet later he admits his bias 1n observing 
the data. 
At one point he writes, "I almost never characterize 
people in a word or phrase, and rarely pass judgment on 
them at all" (p. 67).  But we clearly see him passing 
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judgments all along the way.  From assessing Harrison's 
strength of character to determining the comparative 
happiness of Capt. Osborn and Mister Haecker. 
On the other hand, Todd does explicitly warn us not 
to jump to any rash conclusions about him: 
I caution you against inferring anything 
of a philosophical flavor from my practice. 
There 1s in my daily routine a great deal 
that legitimately implies my ideas about 
things, but you mustn't work from the 
wrong things or you'll go astray.  Perhaps 
I shouldn't even have mentioned working on 
my boat in my good clothes, (pp. 69-70) 
This smacks suspiciously of a "red herring." 
Methinks he doth protest too much and that he reveals 
more of himself to the reader than he cares to.  Todd 
exhibits vacillations, inconsistencies, and contradic- 
tions -- all characteristically existential.  But between 
the vagaries and whims of his narrative voice we catch a 
glimpse of a man who endures, a man who at the time of 
writing this novel still persists in many habits culti- 
vated prior to 1937. 
He wants us to believe that his resolution to commit 
suicide was unwavering, that no thoughts of the future 
assailed him on June 21 (or 22), 1937.  But then why 
does he have Mrs. Lake file Jane's note on this day? 
Certainly I could foresee no circumstances 
in which this note might prove useful, 
especially since my slight involvement 
in the world would be terminated that 
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very day.  Despite which fact, I put 
1t aside for Mrs. Lake. (p. 74) 
Perhaps he Is not so determined as he thinks. 
Let us look further. 
Todd wonders what Jane will do about the note she 
wrote earlier now that Todd has fulfilled Its condition 
". . . when it occurred to me that I'd not be alive to 
find out, I experienced a small sensation of regret; 
the only such sensation I felt that day" (p. 193). 
But was it?  Later he admits wavering in his 
resolution to die because "my suicide would be inter- 
preted by the Macks as evidence that their move had 
crushed me; that I was unable to endure life after thei 
rebuff. . . . Happily, the faltering lasted only a 
moment" (p. 208). 
Todd's three lapses of memory on this fateful day 
bother him and may indicate to us at least a lingering 
nervousness or apprehension over his decision to commit 
suicide. 
In fact, throughout the narrative he seems quite 
anxious to point out that he is still alive, as If the 
book itself were not enough to attest to the fact of his 
having survived his suicide attempt. 
Todd repeatedly reminds the reader of his presence 
in the present.  "It's really a quite adequate room, ana 
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I'm still here" (p. 9), he remarks.  "The D.E.C. . . . 
1s still extant, though of the charter members only I 
remain alive" (p. 11), he explains.  "Then, as I had 
done every  morning since 1930 (and still do), I wrote 
out a check for one dollar and fifty cents payable to 
the Dorset Hotel, for the day's lodging" (p. 47), he 
relates.  "I was (and am) temperamentally disposed of 
observing rules -- my desires seldom fell without their 
pale" (p. 114), he points out.  These repetitions are 
**  an attempt at reassurance, not of the reader, but of 
himself. 
Todd is aware of the narrative voice as artifice, 
and so is himself a master artificer.  His awareness of 
this artistic device is nowhere more evident than 1n the 
chapter entitled "calliope music."  This chapter begins 
in two voices, "because it requires two separate Intro- 
ductions delivered simultaneously" (p. 168).  While one 
voice devotes itself almost exclusively to matters of 
plot, the other engages in philosophical reflection. 
These are the two sides of Todd:  1) the observer of the 
absurd and 2) the rationalizer of same.  But most 
importantly they represent a distinct division between 
Todd the protagonist and Todd the narrator. 
Todd uses piano-tuning as a metaphor for his 
conscious and controlling role as artist and narrator. 
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Talking directly to the reader, he discusses heavy- 
handed symbolism as a tempting pitfall and flaw In the 
artistic process: 
. . . it's not easy to keep one's 
patience in the face of the world's 
abundant ingenuousness. ... to 
resist the temptation to use . . . 
ponderous, ready-made symbols taxes one's 
integrity, and I'm certain that if I 
were writing stories for my bread and 
butter, my resistance would weaken. . . . 
I for one take it as a mark of the 
author's lack of acumen. . . . (p. 107) 
But Todd's resistance has already weakened.  Witness 
the absurd thunderstorm with which he closes the book. 
Nevertheless, Todd's literary admonitions continue: 
So, reader, should you ever find yourself 
writing about the world, take care not to 
nibble at the many tempting symbols she 
sets squarely in your path, or you'll be 
baited into saying things you don't really 
mean, and offending the people you want 
most to entertain.  Develop, if you can, 
the technique of the pallbearers and 
myself:  smile, to be sure -- for fucking 
dogs are truly funny -- but walk on and 
say nothing, as though you hadn't noticed, 
(pp. 107-8) 
But Todd does not maintain silence on the matter of 
the fucking dogs and the funeral.  In fact, when Nature 
does not hand it to him, he manufactures a bit of heavy- 
handed symbolism on his own by drawing upon the works of 
Shakespeare.  What could be more obvious, more melo- 
dramatic, more pointedly "coincidental" than Hamlet's 
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soliloquy delivered 1n the closing moments of tense 
uncertainty aboard "The Floating Opera"? 
T. Wallace Whittaker is playing a part aboard "The 
Floating Opera" as Todd is playing parts 1n the "floating 
opera" of his own life. 
"'All the world's £ stage . . . and al1 the men and 
women merely piayers:  they have their exits and thei r 
entrances; and one man in his time plays many 
parts. . . .'•• (p. 230).  This is an apt description 
of both Todd's concept of life and his concept of the 
novel before us.  He, one man, has played many parts, 
donned many masks.  The time has now come to face the 
"' Last scene of al1 . . . mere obii vion, sans teeth, 
sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything'" (p. 231).  He 
1s ready for it, he declares, but his ready acceptance 
of failure indicates otherwise. 
It is an emotional impulse which prevents him from 
drowning himself after the first suicide attempt fails. 
He would deny this, of course, for he typically deceives 
himself, via rationalization, into believing 1t 1s an 
intellectual decision.  In this self-deception he is 
consistent, though he attempts to shift the burden to the 
reader 1n a deliberate effort to confuse:  "If you do not 
understand at once that the end of my Floating Opera 
story must be undramatic, then again I'm cursed with 
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Imperfect communication" (p. 241).  But this Is just 
another rationalization after the fact. 
The truth 1s not that the ending must be undramatlc, 
but that Todd has made a separate, unexistential peace 
with death.  No longer fearing it, no longer inviting it, 
he views it with insular indifference, an attitude that 
pervades the entire book.  It postdates the events of the 
novel and in retrospect colors them.  We do not know what 
the Todd of 1937 thought of that day's events, only what 
the Todd of 1954 thinks.  And he is, by his own admission, 
a changed man, changed in the sense that absolute values 
and rational reasons are of less import.  The ardent 
seeker of solutions has become an indifferent passer of 
time. 
Todd begins his book with the same casual indiffer- 
ence of the man who in the end could not be bothered to 
jump into the Choptank to bring about his certain death. 
". . . I've got this book started now, and though we're 
probably a good way from the story yet, at least we're 
headed toward it, and I for one have learned to content 
myself with that" (p. 1).  Writing the novel has become 
a metaphor for living; he does both with an apparent 
disinterest in the end or the getting there.  Processes 
continued long enough become ends in themselves and 
relative values, though perhaps insignificant, sustain. 
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Though Todd's casual indifference Is not character- 
istic of existentialism, John M. Bradbury nevertheless 
considers the premise for Todd Andrews to be existen- 
tial 1st: 
. . . the world in which /Todd/ lives 
is to /him/ radically absurd, disburdened 
of intrinsic values.  /H*l/ individual 
freedom to exist without reference to 
prefabricated patterns of behavior, or 
essences, is only too available and 
operative. /He Inherits/ only sensitivities, 
no moral or religious codes. . . .50 
True, Todd is an atheist, and like all atheists with 
an existentialist bent, he inherits an Irrational world 
where the reason for action and the meaning of life must 
be fabricated by the individual. 
True, Todd is preoccupied with motivations -- why 
his father committed suicide and why he himself did not -- 
and after two years of questioning concludes "that there 
Is no will-o'-the-wisp so elusive as the cause of any 
human act" (p. 241) and that "'everything we do 1s 
ridiculous'" (p. 40). 
But Todd fundamentally denies responsibility for the 
fate of his fellow man and accepts only partial responsi- 
bility for his own life:  "Irresponsibility, yes:  I 
50 John M. Bradbury, "Absurd Insurrection:  The 
Barth-Percy Affair," The South Atlantic Quarterly, 68, 
No. 3 (Summer 1969) , TT9~. 
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affirm, I Insist upon my basic and ultimate Irresponsi- 
bility.  Yes indeed" (p. 83). 
He does not subscribe to the belief that man has 
total freedom and total control over his life.  Chance, 
unpredictable accidents of fate play an Important role 
in his life. 
Try as he did to accurately predict the outcome of 
his affair with Jane, Todd could not because of Jane's 
unexpected pregnancy and Harrison Mack Senior's death. 
Another ironic twist of fate kept the Macks wondering 
about the true father of Jeannine. 
In reflecting upon his suicide, Todd admits that 
"at least partly by my own choosing, that last act would 
be robbed of its significance . . ." (p. 208).  But only 
partly. 
Obviously things beyond Todd's control do seriously 
affect his life.  The suicide of his father is just one 
notable example.  Another is his adoption of masks, which 
were always the result of "pure accidents -- events 
outside myself impinging forcibly upon my attention . . ." 
(p. 21). 
These "accidents" forced him to continually re- 
define his existence, but the re-defin1tlon was always 
post facto.  Comparing himself to the orphans' court 
judge, Todd says, "like me, he was in the habit of 
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giving sound, unorthodox, and not Infrequently post 
facto reasons for his behavior . . ." (p. 141). 
True existentialists, on the other hand, supposedly 
have reasons for their behavior before they act.  Aware 
of the vast effect any one action may have on themselves 
and the rest of mankind, they choose carefully, weighing 
the alternatives in light of their own self-imposed 
meaning of Hfe.  With Todd the action comes first, the 
reason and meaning come later.  Impulsive, Irrational 
decisions are supported by post facto postulates.  Todd 
is an existentialist in reverse, in retrospect. 
But 1n several ways he typifies the existentialist 
protagonist.  For one thing, he acknowledges the world's 
absurdity and arbitrariness:  ". . . nothing 1s Intrin- 
sically valuable; the value of everything 1s attributed 
to it, assigned to it, from outside, by people" (p. 167). 
Thus values are arbitrary and there is no absolute reason 
to value anything or to do anything. 
Both Todd and his friend Harrison affirm this 
existentialist premise.  They characteristically refuse 
to accept society's definition of "good" and "evil." 
They create their own rules, particularly with respect to 
adultery.  Jane becomes the mistress of Todd with the 
full approval of Harrison and they are all good friends, 
each loving the other two. 
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Additionally, like all existentialist heroes, Todd 
experiences alienation. Having dropped religion in his 
college years, he is alienated from God. Unable to fully 
reconcile himself to his sexual animality, he is alien- 
ated from nature. Alone, with few friends, he 1s alien- 
ated from his fellow man. ". . . at heart I knew I was 
of another species, perhaps a less nauseous one" (p. 134). 
Imperfect communication magnifies this last 
separateness and renders it pathetically comic.  He 
writes an interminable letter to his dead father.  He 
writes an inaccurate novel for his dear reader.  As In 
the case of the German soldier, Todd tries (perhaps too 
hard) to get close to his reader, but ultimately betrays 
him. This, primarily because he is alienated from him- 
self, and his self-alienation 1s his greatest obsession. 
It prompts the opening of the Inquiry of which this novel 
is but a small part, though in it we see a man groping 1n 
the dark void of absurdity, clutching at premises for 
foregone conclusions. 
But 1s he an existentialist hero? 
No, because he does not make rational choices, he 
rationalizes after the choice. 
No, because for him relative values become suffi- 
cient and indifference becomes a way of life. 
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No, too, because he considers total freedom an 
Illusion.  Break habits and Institute new ones and 
"you'll tend to grow strong and feel free" (p. 122), 
urges Todd.  But feeling free and being free are not 
the same. 
Falling total freedom 1n life, freedom 1n fiction 
suffices.  Though Todd is not completely the existential 
author of his life, he is the existential author of his 
work: 
... in Barth's early work there is 
something approaching an absence of 
environment; all those things which 
condition thought seem to have receded 
or been excluded and in the resultant 
emptiness the mind (Barth's via his 
narrators') runs "free". . . . The 
basic "freedom" so often talked about 
in these books is not least the ambiguous 
license enjoyed by minds for whom words 
are no longer answerable to things.51 
Thus the freedom conceded in life is gained 1n 
fiction.  Creativity is total freedom and deliberate 
choice, and the artistic process is an existential one. 
But through it both Barth, the author, and Todd, the 
narrator, transcend existentialism, positing their own 
solutions to man's existential anguish: 
Like most existential novelists, Barth 
has trouble, once he has laid bare the 
nature of the existential agony, in being 
convincing about the reasons for the 
51Tanner, "The Hoax That Joke Bilked," pp. 104-5. 
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Individual to continue his unequal 
struggle with the world.  In positing 
the virtue of relative values, he Is 
braver than most In naming causes to 
continue.52 
For Todd at the conclusion of the novel "the lack 
of motives for living is equal to the lack of motives 
for dying."   Such equilibrium and ambivalence is 
unexistential.  The existentialist must reason and choose 
and defend his choices continually.  He cannot, like 
Todd, dally in indifference: 
Why did I not, failing my, initial attempt, 
simply step off the gangplank into the 
Choptank, where no fluke could spoil n\y 
plan? Because, I began to realize, a 
subtle corner had been turned.  I asked 
myself, knowing there was no ultimate 
answer, "Why not step into the river?" 
as I had asked myself in the afternoon, 
"Why not blow up the Floating Opera?" 
But now, at once, a new voice replied 
casually, "On the other hand, why bother?" 
(pp. 241-42) 
The corner that had been turned was that between 
caring and indifference, between existential anguish 
and calm acceptance.  "To realize that nothing makes any 
final difference is overwhelming. . . . The truth 1s that 
nothing makes any difference, including that truth" 
(p. 246). 
52 
53 
Schickel, "The Floating Opera," p. 67. 
Hauck, A Cheerful Nihilism, p. 210. 
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This is where Barth completely exposes the paradox 
of existentialism and goes beyond it.  While decrying the 
exaltation of reason, existentialists demand rational 
choice.  While concluding that absurdity makes life 
meaningless, they insist on searching for meaning.  The 
result -- constant anguish and struggle* of which they 
are the sole authors. 
With the adoption of relative values, Todd gives up 
the fight.  Life and death, integral parts of the 
absurdity, are accepted on equal terms with an easy 
indifference, as givens that need no rational explanation. 
Todd does not conform to Glicksberg's definition of 
an existentialist hero because he does achieve a "stasis 
of certitude." He "knows the uselessness of his strug- 
54 gle,"  and has given up the fight.  If he hadn't 
achieved, a stasis of certitude, there would be no 
completed novel; it would still be evolving, changing, 
fermenting in the vacillations of Todd's uncertain mind. 
Though the book up to its final pages presents a protago- 
nist floundering in uncertainty, the book itself is the 
work of a narrator securely anchored in relativism. <=As 
a finished novel it freezes forever Todd's resolve not 
54 Glicksberg, Tragic Vision in Twentieth-Century 
Literature, p. 98. 
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to concern himself with purpose and meaning any longer, 
but to simply go on as before: 
. . . faced with an infinitude of possible 
directions and having no ultimate reason 
to choose one over another, I would i n 
al1 probability, though not at all 
necessarily, go on behaving much as I 
had thitherto, as a rabbit shot on the 
run keeps running in the same direction 
until death overtakes him. (p. 246) 
I reflected that Marvin Rose's report on 
my heart would reach me in the next day's 
mail after all, and smiled:  never before 
had the uncertainty of that organ seemed 
of less moment.  It was beside the point 
now whether endocarditis was still among 
my infirmities:  the problem was the same 
either way, the "solution" also.  At least 
for the time being; at least for me. . . . 
No matter.  Even if I died before ending 
my cigar, I had all the time there was. 
(P. 247) 
Todd's change of mind in 1937 is "a simple matter 
of carrying out my premises completely to their 
conclusions" (p. 246), but his novel is really a case 
of carrying out his conclusions completely to their 
premi ses. 
An existentialist in reverse, finding reasons after 
the fact or the act, Todd arrives at a totally unexisten- 
tial1st solution to the human condition -- Indifference. 
If nothing makes any difference, why not be indifferent? 
True existentialists are carers and despairers; 
they bear the weight of the whole world on their 
consciences.  Such is not the case with Todd. 
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Todd's awareness of life's absurdities and 
arbitrary values, his alienation, his acknowledgment 
of suicide as an alternative, all make him a candidate 
for the role of existentialist hero. 
But Todd believes a bit too much 1n the power of 
chance and fate and a bit too little 1n the power of 
mankind to be a true existentialist hero.  His conscience 
is not burdened with existential guilt or universal 
responsibility.  He believes that "processes persisted 
in long enough tend to become ends in themselves . . ." 
(p. 50), and no rhyme nor reason is needed. 
In fact, the search for reasons, like the search 
for God, 1s a crutch.  The pursuit of identity through 
free, rational choice is as much a ritual as praying to 
God for salvation.  Suicide is really no more than an 
existentialist deus ex machina: 
My body was suddenly soaked in perspiration; 
I trembled from head to foot.  Indeed, I 
can't find it in me to deny that, had no 
other crutch been available, I should very 
possibly have ended that night on my knees, 
laying my integrity on the altar of the 
word God.  But another crutch was within 
reach:  Jane, now sleeping soundly.  And 
the embarrassment that I feel at telling 
you how I went shocked and trembling to 
the bed; how I buried my head blindly in 
her lap; how I lay there shuddering until 
sleep found me, my knees clasped to my 
chest, fighting despair as one fights 
appendicitis -- this embarrassment is not 
different from that I'd feel at having to 
confess that I'd buried myself in God. (p. 222) 
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Instead he buried himself in the existentialist myth 
that man is master and as such must give meaning to his 
life.  Paradoxically, existentialist philosophy urges man 
to seek his own meaning in life, while at the same time 
declaring life to be meaningless.  Existentialism is a 
rational, ordered philosophy imposed upon a world it 
itself considers irrational and absurd.  The attempt is 
ironic. 
Pursuing rational reasons for existence and for 
death, Todd becomes a comic figure who "splits himself 
between rationality and emotional response, abstracts 
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continually, contradicts himself, and plays roles." 
". . . he responds by compulsively trying to order 
reality, to categorize events and feelings, and the self- 
conscious, art-conscious form of the novel reflects this 
compulsion." 
Todd, the self-conscious, art-conscious narrator, 
fliTrts with, courts, and temporarily embraces existen- 
tialist philosophy, but the relationship is never 
55Le Clair, "John Barth's The Floating Opera: 
Death and the Craft of Fiction .""""p. 723. 
Sharon Oavie Decker, "Passionate Virtuosity: 
The Fiction of John Barth," Dissertation Abstracts 
International, 33 (1972), 3639A (University of Virginia). 
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consummated.  He grows beyond 1t to the realization that 
In the absence of absolute values, relative values will 
do; that in the absence of a meaning to life, indiffer- 
ence will do. 
If existentialist literature is characterized by 
fear, dread, anguish, alienation, choice, and suicide, 
then The Floating Opera superficially qualifies as 
existentialist literature.  If satiric literature 1s 
characterized by exposing myths and laying bare follies, 
pitfalls, and paradoxes through irony, then The Floating 
Opera  definitely qualifies as satiric existentialist 
1iterature. 
". . . Barth forces his hero to see the world with- 
out an absolute value, to see it at its most comically 
57 
absurd. . . ."   Equally absurd and ironic, however, 1s 
his subsequent attempt to endow every action with a 
rational motivation, to seek an explanation for the 
status quo, knowing all the while that the task 1s 
impossible.  Nevertheless, it is the self-imposed task 
of the existentialists. 
Existentialists believe they can find rational 
explanations; Todd, by the end of this novel, does not. 
57 
Stubbs, "John Barth As a Novelist of Ideas:  The 
Themes of Value and Identity," p. 101. 
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The Floating Opera . . . /displays/ 
Earth's youthful immersion jin French 
existentialism, /emphasizes/ the 
uncertainty and despair whTch accompany 
the realization that there are no ultimate 
values and the Implications of existential 
freedom and possibility when these Ideas 
are acted out to their most extreme limits. 
And by holding up mirrors which disclose 
Involuntary, random, nonratlonal behavior, 
Barth satirizes the existential premise 
that human identity is, in effect, a 
succession of masks determined by free 
rational choice.58 
A satiric comment on existentialism, The Floating 
Opera exaggerates and parodies the agonizing search for 
rationality in an irrational world. 
Barth has termed The Floating Opera a "nihilistic 
comedy."  In it there are no absolute values, no 
constants; all is relative, fleeting, transient, and 
of indeterminable consequence.  Barth computes life and 
death using existential formulas and equations, but 
arrives at a different answer.  Barth 
goes past the nihilistic refutation of 
absolute value to an affirmation of relative 
value.  This affirmation, in turn, suggests 
the limits of man's identity.  Without the 
foundation of absolute value, man's 
capacity for rational action is weakened, 
If not destroyed.  The only basis for 
action is relative value determined by the 
emotions, feelings, and urges of the 
CO 
Celeste Marie Loughman, "Mirrors and Masks In 
the Novels of John Barth,"  Dissertation Abstracts 
International, 32 (1971), 1519A (University of 
Massachusetts). 
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person acting.  "Rational action," 
therefore, 1s nothing more than the 
logical pursuit of goals established 5g 
by an individual's irrational nature. 
Beyond the existential struggle lies Barth's calm 
oasis of indifference built upon the shifting sands of 
relativism and irrationality. 
If death, in Heidegger's terms, is an "unration- 
alizable fact," is life any different?  If both life and 
death are deemed absurd, is not the attempt to impose 
reason futile?  If absurdity and nihilism are existential 
givens, why curtain them with illusions of rationality? 
It is nothing more than subterfuge, a crutch.  Existence 
is absurd, death imminent;  so why take anything too 
seriously -- including this novel? 
59 Stubbs, p. 102 
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